Consistency and weak limit law for trimmed best k-nets are obtained in a quite general framework that covers the multivariate setting and general k 1:
Introduction
Best k-nets or k-center clustering (Garkavi (1962) ) constitute an L 1 -based quantization method consisting in obtaining a set with k points which approximates a given data set with minimax error, where k is a natural number xed in advance. The general formulation is as follows: Given an R p -valued random vector (r.v.) X; we search for a set with k points, the best k-net, M X = Obviously, best k-nets can be applied to identify clusters in a set of data at hand. In fact they belong, as a limit case, to the class of generalized k-means methods (see, e.g., Hartigan (1975) ), which are the main exponents of clustering around moving centers. 1.8em * Research partially supported by DGICYT grants PB95-0715-C02-00, 01 and 02 b These authors have also been supported by PAPIJCL grant VA08/97
1.8emyDepartamentodeEstad sticaeInvestigaci onOperativa:FacultaddeCiencias:UniversidaddeV alladolid:47002; V alla Because of the clear lack of robustness of these methods against anomalous points placed far away from the centers of the clusters (outliers as well as bridging objects between clusters), Cuesta-Albertos, Gordaliza and Matr an introduced trimming based robusti ed versions of generalized k-means and best k-nets, namely trimmed k-means (Cuesta-Albertos, Gordaliza and Matr an (1997a)) and trimmed best k-nets (Cuesta-Albertos, Gordaliza and Matr an (1997b)), respectively, where the trimming procedure is based on the idea of \impartial trimming" introduced in Gordaliza (1991) .
According to this methodology, trimmed best k-nets are obtained by trimming a xed proportion of the data in such a way that the best k-net of the remaining points provides the best minimax approximation among all possible ways of trimming. A precise formulation of this idea is as follows. Given an R p -valued r.v. X with distribution P X , we search for a Borel set B X such that P X (B X We will call B X and M X optimal set and trimmed best k-net of P X respectively.
On the other hand, given fX 1 ; :::; X n g a random sample of r.v.'s with the same distribution as X, the optimal trimming set and the trimmed best k-net of the empirical probability distribution associated to the sample are natural estimators of B X and M X (the points in the optimal empirical k-net are often denoted as empirical trimmed Chebyshev Centers, see Cuesta-Albertos and Matr an (1988)). With the obvious modi cations we can use the same procedure to obtain estimators of the trimmed k-means of P X .
Cuesta-Albertos, Gordaliza and Matr an obtained, without conditions on the moments of X, the existence and characterization of the trimmed k-mean and best k-net as well as the strong consistency of the previous estimators for the trimmed k-means (1997a) and the trimmed best k-nets (1997b).
A study of robustness properties of trimmed k-means, with emphasis in the in nitesimal aspects of robustness, can be found in Garc a-Escudero and Gordaliza (1997) . The main feature of trimmed best k-nets lies on its ability to prevent not just against anomalous points placed outside the clusters but also against anomalous points inside the clusters (inliers), as a special characteristic of L 1 -based procedures.
The next natural step is the obtention of the asymptotic distribution of those estimators.
In the case of trimmed k-means, they converge at the usual rate O P (n ?1=2 ) to a normal limit distribution, as was proved in Garc a-Escudero, Gordaliza and Matr an (1997a, 1997b) . However, the asymptotic behavior of trimmed best k-nets has nothing to do with that of trimmed k-means. As we will prove in Section 4, trimmed best k-nets belong to the class of minimum restricted procedures a ected by the so-called sharp-edge e ect (Kim and Pollard (1990) ) and they do exhibit cube root asymptotics (i.e. they converge at the rate O P (n ?1=3 )) towards nonnormal limit distributions. Cube root rates of convergence appear in di erent settings in statistics like, for instance, nonparametric density estimation (Eddy (1980 (Eddy ( , 1982 and Prakasa-Rao (1969)) but, they appear with special insistence associated to estimators based on trimming, when the trimming procedure obeys to geometrical considerations. This is the case of k-nets but also, for instance, the case of Cherno 's estimator of the mode (Cherno (1964) ), of the mean of the shorth (Andrews et al. (1972) ), of the Least Median of Squares estimator (Rousseeuw (1984) , Kim and Pollard (1990) ), of the Minimum Volume Ellipsoid estimator (Davies (1992) ), for Half-space Multivariate Trimming (Nolan (1992) ), Trimming based on caps for spherical data (Milasevic and Nolan (1997) ) and so on. Asymptotics for the above procedures follow from adapting the powerful methodology introduced by Kim and Pollard (1990) . This is also valid for trimmed best k-nets.
Notice that for k = 1 and one dimensional data sets, i.e. the problem of the estimation of a location parameter, the trimmed best 1-net coincides with Rousseeuw's Least Median of Squares (LMS) estimator. Kim and Pollard (1990) provided the asymptotics of the LMS estimator at the rate O P (n ?1=3 ); in the general framework of linear regression. This rate had been already suggested by Rousseeuw (1984) by reasoning analogously to the heuristics in Andrews et al. (1972) for the shorth. However, as far as we know, there is no literature neither about the multivariate location case, even if k = 1; nor about its extension to the clustering framework with general k 1:
In order to make a self-contained paper, Section 2 is devoted to the background of the trimmed best k-nets problem, stating the original de nitions and preliminary results as in Cuesta-Albertos, Gordaliza and Matr an (1997b) and matching the notations in order to improve the readability of the paper. Section 3 deals with a consistency result. Strong consistency of trimmed best k-nets was obtained by Cuesta-Albertos, Gordaliza and Matr an (1997b) for general distributions but they needed the (somehow unnatural) consideration of trimming sizes slightly greater than . Namely, in order to estimate consistently the population -trimmed best k-net, they employed a sequence of empirical n -trimmed best 2-nets with n > , lim n n = and p log log n=n = o( n ? ). However, those arti cial trimming sizes are needed just in the case that the distribution P X is not continuous, and in Section 3 we show that, if P X is continuous, then strong consistency holds with xed trimming size . Section 4 contains the main result of the paper concerning to the weak convergence of trimmed best k-nets and a discussion, through some examples, on the applicability of the result. The examples cover the multivariate location estimation case with k = 1 for spherical distributions and the clustering problem on the real line, with k = 2: On the other hand, just to avoid unnecessary technicalities, we will assume that k = 2, except in Section 2, because the modi cations to extend our results to cover di erent values of k are obvious.
Notation and Preliminaries
We will denote by k k the usual norm on R We will assume that all r.v.'s are de ned on the same, rich enough, probability space ( ; ; P). Given the r.v. X, P X will denote its probability distribution. The convergence in distribution of the sequence of r.v.'s fX n g to the r.v. Z will be denoted by X n ; Z. The best trimmed best k-net can be constructed by employing the following process:
i) obtain the k-variation given B, V k;1 (B); by minimizing in M:
ii) obtain the trimmed k-variation, V k;1; ; by minimizing in B: and centers at the points in M X , i.e. B X = i=1;:::;k B(m X i ; r X ); P-a.s.
We will say that B X , M X and r X are an optimal -trimming set, an optimal -trimmed k-net and the optimal -trimming radius respectively but we will often denote them as optimal set, trimmed best k-net and optimal radius respectively. An important problem is that of the uniqueness of B X and M X . It is not di cult to nd examples exhibiting some kind of symmetry such that the optimal trimming set and the trimmed best k-net are not unique. Moreover, excepting some trivial situations, no result providing conditions to guarantee their uniqueness is known.
On the other hand, if we assume that the distribution P X admits a density function which is strictly positive, then, trivially P X i=1;:::;k B(m X i ; r X )] = P X i=1;:::;k B(m X i ; r X )] = 1 ?
and P X i=1;:::;k B(m X i ; r)] > 1 ? for every r > r X ;
which guarantee the uniqueness of the optimal trimming set associated to any optimal trimmed best k-net or equivalently, the uniqueness of the trimmed best k-net associated to any optimal trimming set.
As stated in the introduction, given X 1 (!); :::; X n (!) a random sample taken from P X , if we consider the empirical probability measure as de ned by
then every optimal set, trimmed best k-net and optimal radius associated to P ! n constitute reasonable estimators of B X , M X and r X respectively. In this paper B ! n , M ! n = fm n 1 ; :::; m n k g(= fm n;! 1 ; :::; m n;! k g) and r ! n will denote an optimal set, a trimmed best k-net and an optimal radius associated to P ! n respectively, .
However, note that, by de nition of optimal radius, given n 2 N, we have r ! n = inf and, taking into account that the empirical probability distribution takes only a nite number of values, we can assume without loss of generality that 
Strong Consistency of Trimmed Best 2-nets
In this section we establish the consistency of the best -trimmed 2-nets and the associated optimal radius. The result needs the uniqueness of the optimal set, as in Cuesta-Albertos et al. (1997a), but, due to the continuity of P X , it does not require the (somehow unnatural) consideration of a trimming sizes slightly superior than . Before stating the main result in this section, we are going to prove two previous lemmas. converges to zero for ! in a probability-one set.
The main result in this section is the following theorem. If fM ! n g is a sequence of empirical -trimmed best 2-nets, then fd(M ! n ; M X )g converges to zero P-a.s and the sequence of empirical optimal radius fr ! n g converges to r X P-a.e.
Proof.
Let ! 0 be a xed element in the P-probability one set obtained from Lemma 3. where n was de ned in (3.2) and the last inequality comes from (3.1).
With respect to the convergence of fM ! 0 n g, note that by applying an argument analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.1, but now based on the uniqueness of M X , we can obtain that, if > 0, 
Weak Convergence of Trimmed Best 2-nets
In this section we will often use de Finetti's notation, where the probability measures act into the function space (i.e., given a measure P, we will denote R g(y)dP(y) by Pg). Let m;r denote the surface measure on @B(m; r) and let n(x; m; r) be the outward pointing Proof.
The uniform continuity of f X on the compact set B(m X 1 ; r X ) B(m X 2 ; r X ) and the fact that this function is positive on the boundary of this set implies the existence of h 1 > 0 and 1 With respect to the other inequality, it is enough to take into account that, because of the uniqueness of the best 2-net, arguing as in the proof of (3. 
Proof.
We are going to analyze the Taylor series expansion of Pg( ; ) at = 0: The conditions about the density and the optimality of m X 1 ; m X 2 and r X trivially forces the rst partial derivatives of Pg( ; ) with respect to 1 ; 2 and to be zero when evaluated at = 0. Applying classical di erential geometry (see Baddeley (1977) and Kim and Pollard (1990) ), we obtain that If M X is the only -trimmed best 2-net of P X and fM ! n g is a sequence of empirical -trimmed best 2-nets, then, Replacing k k by R in the second term of (4.6), we obtain G R ( ) as the envelope of the family G R = fg( ; ) : k k Rg: Moreover, if we employ a reasoning similar to that developed in Notice that Z n1 and Z n2 are O P (n ?1=2 and, in order to derive the asymptotic limit law of n 1=3 (M ! n ? M X ); we can assume directly that r ! n = r X : This interesting fact happens due to the faster convergence rate for the radius (O P (n ?1=2 )) with respect to the rates for the centers (O P (n ?1=3 )). For trimmed k-means both, centers and radius, have the same rate of convergence (O P (n ?1=2 )) and that assumption does not hold, so that the study of both convergencies must be considered simultaneously (see Garc aEscudero, Gordaliza and Matr an (1997b)). On the other hand we have that The nondegenerate increments condition on the random process Z automatically reduces to the requirement L 1 (u) + L 2 (u) 6 = 0 for u 6 = 0, which is trivially satis ed due to the conditions imposed to f X on the boundary of the optimal trimming set.
Thus we are in conditions of applying Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 1.1 in Kim and Pollard (1990) , which ends the proof of this theorem. 
